We have implemented a peerogradin~ system for review of student assimnmettts over the World-Wide Web and used it in approximately eight computer-science courses. Students prepare their assimnments and submit them to our Peer Grader (PG) system. Other students are then assigned to review and grade the assienments. The system allows authors and reviewers to communicate with authors being able to update their submissions. Unique features of our approach include the ability to submit arbitrary sets of Web pages for review, and mechanisms for enooura#ng careful review of submissions. We have used the system to produce high-quality compilations of student work Our assignment cycle consists of six phases, from signing up for an assianment to Web publishing of the final result. Based upon our experience with PG, we offer suggestions for improving the system to make it more easily usable by students at all levels.
However, electronfe peer review experiments have been much rarer. Although the Daedalus Integrated Writing Environment I is widely used for peer assessment of student writing, only a few computer-mediated peer-review experiments have taken place in other fields. An early project in computer=science and nursing education was MUCH (Many Using and Creating Hypennedia).,.~ The earliest reported software program to support peer evaluation was evidently created at the University of Portsmouth. ~" The software provided organizational and record-keeping fimetious, randomly allocating students to peer assessors, allowing peer assessors and instructors to enter grades, integrating peer-and staff-assessed grades, and generating feedback for students. One of the early Web-based peer-review experiments was des~bed by Downin~ and Browlx 2
Their psychology students collaborated to create hypertexts which were published in draft on the World Wide Web and peer reviewed via email. Our project is apparently the first to use the Web for both submission and review of student work
Peer Review on the Web
There is much to recommend a Web-based approach to peer review. Unlike software that is written for a specific academic field (e.g., English composition), a Web-based application can accept submissions in practically any format, including diagrams, still pictures, interactive demonstrations, music, or video olil~ Of course, the student has to understand how to produce such a submission, but for each field, that expertise tends to "come with the territory." Secondly, the Web is a familiar interface. Most students use the Web in their day-to-day studies, so they can pick up a Web-based application for peer review with minimal effort In addition, many if not most students are already familiar with tools for producing Web pages; for example, most wordprocessors can now save files in I-1TML format Thirdly, Web creation skills are of increasing importance in business as well as aoaderniL Ill prodtloing work for Webbased peer review, students not only learn about the subje, t of their submission, but also gain valuable experience with software they will use in their later studies and on the job.
Fourthly, a Web interface enables the peer-review program to be used in distance education, which is an important and rapidly growing segment of the education market. Oncampus students can review distauce-education students, and vice versa, bringing the two groups closer together in their educational experience. With Web-based submission, there is no extra overhead for the instructor or TAs in handling distance-education students.
Finally, Web-based peer review facilitates the production of Web-based resourees. The best peer-reviewed work can be turned into materials to help future classes learn For example, students can write research papers on various topics, with several students writing on the same topic. The best paper on each topic can then be presented to the next semeater's students as background reading on that topic. The writers can be asked to include liberal doses hyperlinka in their papers, so that later students can read not only their work, but also the analyses of experts. As another assionment, students can be asked to compose problems on the class material, the best of these can then be assigned to later classes as homework or test questions. each submission. Reviewers and authors communicate double-blindly via a shared Web page. At the end of the review process, the reviewer assigns a grade to each author whose work (s)he has reviewecL A student's grade is the average of the grades given by the reviewers, plus an incentive described below to err, orange careful reviews.
A student entering the PG system ( Figure 1 ) has a choice of whether to submit a new page or review pages submitted by others. If more than one Web page is to be submitted, they may be submitted sequentially, each with a different fdename, or submitted in a single Zip fde, which PG will unpack into its components. Entire directory hierarchies may be submitted in this manner.
Since the files themselves are copied, all work to be reviewed will have a URL beginning with the pathname of the PG system, not the submitter. This ensures that the reviewers will not be able to guess their authors' identifies by dissecting the URL. The ability to submit directory hierarchies allows large Iwojeets to be submitted as easily as small ones. PG is a portable Web-based application for peer review and grading written in Java. Originally it was implemented as a standalone Java application runnin~ under CGI, but it has recently been revised to be a serviet-based application. Students submit their work over the Web. Reviewers van be assigned pseudo-randomly by PG, or by the instructor, using a spreadsheet. The number of reviewers is arbitrary, but usually three or four students are assigned to review If not all students are to do thesame assionment, the students are given a list of potential topics (relating to research, or to a particular lecture, etc.) and sign up for one of them. To assure that all topics are chosen, only a limited number of students is allowed to sign up for any particular topic.
2. The subm/t phase. Students prepare their work and submit it to PG.
The initial .]~edback phase. Students are given a
certain period of time--usually 3 to 7 days--to make initial comments on all the work This phase was instituted after students complained that their reviewers often did not comment on their work until it was too late to revise it. Reviewers may assign a grade during this period, but they are not required to do so. 4 . The grading phase. During the next period--again usually 3 to 7 days--students can revise their work in response to reviewers" comments, and reviewers can comment on the revisions. At the end of this give-andtake, reviewers are required to assign a grade. This grade is one component of the author's final grade for the assignment.
5. The~'/ewofrev/ewphase. After the review period is over, each student is presented with a set of reviews to assess. The students grade each rev/ew based on whether it was a careful and helpful review of the submission~ The grades the students receive on their rev/ewing is then factored into their grade for the assionment (usually 25% of their grade is based on their reviewing). This phase was instituted after it was discovered that many students w e n doing oursory reviews. Since this approach was adopted in Summer 1999, the volume of communization between students and their reviewers has increased by 15%-35% (n = 733, with 459 before Snmmer "99), though direot comparisons are difficult because the courses and assignments before the change were different from those after the change. Qualitatively, the students also seem to be making more thoughtful comments than before.
The Web publishing phase (optional). PG creates a
Web page with links to the best student assionment in each category. As described below, this can serve as a useful study tool for future generations of students.
How Peer Review Has Been Used
There are opportunities to use peer review in almost any computer-science course, from first-semester programming up to the graduate researoh level. The author has used it in courses ranging from second-semester programming to graduate madi.ng courses.
Peer review can he used for reaearching lecture mater/a/. For example, the students can be assigned to fred links to Web pages related to a particular lecttae, with each lecture chosen by a different set of students. The best submissions can then he combined into an index that all stt+dents can use for studying. Second-semester programming students found many useful links to instructional materials on C++.
Taking this one step further, ff the instructor has on-line lecture notes, the students can be assigned to annotate these notes with Web links in appropriate places. The compiled ~sult is a valuable resouroe for in-depth study of the material. The author has done this in computer architecture, operating systems, and objeot-orieated systems courses.
Peer review can be used for researching beyond the lecture mater/a/. In the author's operating-systems course, each student selected a researoh topic f~m a set that included topics like "Sehedulin~ in Windows N-T;' "Deadlook handling in Unix or a particular flavor of Unix" and "Virtual memory in Linux." Students in the author's computer ethics course have chosen among many topics for research, including "Privacy on the Web," "Anti/rust: The Microsoft case," "MP3s," and "Access for the disabled." In the latter case, we used the best of these pages on our Ethics in Computer Website, http://www2.ncstLedu/ eos/'mfolcompot~ ethics.
Peer review can he used for rev/ews of papers from the literature. An excellent way for advanced students to gain in-depth knowledge of a subject is for them to read and comment on research papers. In most courses, the author has graded these reviews himself, but recently he has started using peer review for this assJ~,nment. The students give more feedback than the author or TAs are capable of after reading 80 papers. Students can be assigned to review students who have read different sets of papers, giving them valuable (though second-hand) exposure to additional researeh areas.
Though it might not be obvious at first glance, there are many ways to use peer review in programming count.
Students can be assigned to de design ix,--v-Jews of eaoh other students" semester projects. This helps to familiarize the students with object-oriented design and analysis principles, and also helps the students improve the design of their own projects. When the author teaches design patterns, he has eaoh student identify a design pattern in cede that (s)he has written and present it to other students. The other students grade it based on how well it illustrates the design pattern in question.
In almost any course, students will learn by mak/ng up a problem on the material covered in the course. These are very time consuming for the instruotor to grade, but students will learn by peer-reviewing other students" problems. As a side benefit for the instruotor, about onequmter of the student submissions are good enough to be used on future problem sets or tests.
Finally, the author has used peer review for weekly reviews of independent-study students. Eaoh snmmer he has students update and enhance the Ethios in Computing Website. Weekly peer reviews are an excellent way to insure that students do their work on time, throughout the semester, instead of lrying to finish everything in the last week or two.
"llm Lessons of Experience
Our goal is to make PG a tool for Web-based education in many fields aoross the curriculum, and in high school as well as in higher education. To do this, we need to design a "~dlelproof" interface that does not take a teohie to use it successfully.
Several semesters of experience have ident~ed these #flags.
Students don't submit index.html ~les, even if the program warns them they must. Since PG accepts arbitrary sets of Web pages, it must be told where to start. PG uses the standard Web convention of beginning with the index.ht~, page in the top-level directory. Even though it warns students at least twiee to submit an index, html file, many don't Or they submit a file oalled index.html that is not linked to the rest of their submission~ It would probably be better to have PG begin with a file of any name ff there is only one file in the top-level directory.
Students use absolute pathnames to hyl~linked (e.g., image) files. The link may point to the hard drive of the computer they submitted the file from. Such links, of course, won't work when their submission is reviewecL If they submit from the oampus enmputer network, the link may work, but the pathname can give away the author's identity. However, we can't ban absolute pathnames entirely without giving up the ability to do lecture annotations and researeh papers with hyperlinked referenoes to outside work Students sometimes put their names on their submissions. It should be possible to check for this and warn the student, though it requires PG to know students" names, not just their user-IDs.
For assignments t~luiring advance sigoups, students submit without signing up, or they submit something other than what they signed up for.
On our agenda are modifieations to prevent a student from submitting without simfing up, and to put the title of the signed-up-for assignment on the page that links to the submission, so reviewers will instantly know if the student has submitted the wrong assi~,nment Students select the wrong assi~ment from the dropbox listing assignments, and wonder why they cannot log ill Our solution to this is to generate static HTML for the entry page of each assi£mment, so that students oan go directly to the login page for their PG assim~ment without having to select from a list This is already in use for the sigoup sheets, and seems to solve the problem.
Some students prefer to do reviews by e-marl instead of over the Web. Since PG already e-mails reviews to authors as they are posted on the Web, this would be a fairly easy extension, although it has not been done yet:
It is often diflrtoult to determine who exactly is in the class. This is a problem for Web-based edneation in general, not just for PG. Students may register late, or they may fail to read their oampus e-mail and fail to tell the system which e-mail address to use for them, and ennsequently may not receive e-mail telling them abom class assi£nments.
On the other end, R causes problems for peer review when a student drops the oomse after an assignment has been assigned but before reviews have been completed. This results in some students not having enough work to review and others not getting enough reviews of their work. The problem is exacerbated when students deoide early to drop a course and then wait until right before the deadline to drop it. Thus, it is never possible to know with certainty which students can be expected to participate in an assionment. One solution is to dynamioally map authors and reviewers, that is, to postpone assigning reviews until the point when a student logs in and asks to do a review. This is possible, but tricky. The fact that a student has asked to do a review doesn't guarantee that the review will get done; perhaps the reviewer is interrupted and never ~tums to the task. So, after" some idle time, we should put the review baok into the pool of reviews to be done. But how muoh time is enough? Seoondly, we must map reviewers to authors with care, so that we never get to a point where a student can only be assigned to review himself. This problem is more likely to crop up during the review-of-review period; students must not be assigned to review themselves, nor may they be assigned to review reviews of their own wod~ Another difficulty is the student who does not submit on time, leaving his/her reviewers too tittle time to respond. This is not always the student's fault; in distanzo-eduzation courses, especially, people do get sent on business lrips, and Intemet access is not always available, nor does everyone travel with a laptop. So, although the author's students have accessed PG from Colorado to Bahrain, some provision should be made for the student who is temporarily out of coontaet This suggests that PG should incorporate the ability for students to negotiate review deadlines with their reviewers, or to do review mappings in groups based on when students have initially submitted. However, since other ~onsiderations often constrain the choice of reviewers, 5 it may be impossible to form dynamic groups for some assimaments.
Future Development
PG has been developed mainly by students working on independent-study and Senior Design projeots. But recently, the author has begun to assign some PG projeots as semester projects in his graduate-level object-oriented systems class. The designs for these wojeets have been reviewed by other students in the olass--using PG, of course. Good code has been produced in this way, but it has required too much time to integrate all of the projeots into the PG system. This year, the author plans to use pair programming is for some of the projects. This will be an interesting experiment in its own right, but more to the point, it will reduce the substantially reduce the number of projeots that need to be intesrated relative to the amount of c, ode produoed, thus diminishing the task of integrafio~ 8 
Conclusion
We have developed software for peer review and peer grading over the Web. This software has been used in in eight courses, with good results. In three diffe~nt courses, students were asked whether peer review was hell~ul to the learning proce~ The average response was 3.57 to 4.24, on a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being very usefuL (Further details can be found in Reference 5.) We have demonstrated that there are many different ways to use peer review in computer-soienoo classes. We are roadying PG for wider distribution in 2001, and are seeking collaborators in a variety of different fields at several different levels in the ourriculmn.
